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1. Executive summary

The desktop research of OER in less used languages started with exploration of existing OER repositories in the partner languages of the project, Dutch, Frisian, Greek, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, and Swedish together with English as a reference language. Each partner made an overall investigation of existing repositories and open learning sites to map out what OER picture looked like, specifically from a language learning perspective.

Based on the preliminary findings as well as the expert survey of OER (for further information, see Bradley & Vigmo, 2014) the state of the art investigation was made by the project partners of the partner languages. The investigation was extended to embrace more European languages and eventually the study consisted of 22 languages. The investigation also included a more global overview by using languages such as French, and German. Finally, the following languages were included in the investigation: Catalan, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, French, Frisian, Finnish, Flemish, German, Greek, Hungarian, Icelandic, Italian, Latgalian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Swedish, and Welsh (see the Annex to the study by Bradley & Vigmo, 2014).

The basis for investigation was the UNESCO (2012) Paris Declaration definition of OER: “teaching, learning and research materials in any medium, digital or otherwise, that reside in the public domain or have been released under an open license that permits no-cost access, use, adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions. Open licensing is built within the existing framework of intellectual property rights as defined by relevant international conventions and respects the authorship of the work” (p. 1).

During the investigation of the OER repositories, the partners also studied papers and reports and other online resources of significance for the LangOER study. These resources were gathered in the two web 2.0 environments Diigo (see 2 below) and Mendeley (see 3 below) in reverse chronological order. The start date of the first posting for the LangOER Diigo online space (https://groups.diigo.com/group/oer-and-

---


2 Annex to the study Open Educational Resources (OER) in less used languages: a state of the art report, http://langoer.eun.org/.

languages) was 12 November, 2013. For the Mendeley space (http://www.mendeley.com/groups/4109551/langoer-oer-and-languages), with title and papers within the open learning area, the start date was 3 February, 2014.

2. Resources collected on the Diigo environment

Title, link and a meta-comment by contributors.

Bibliography of OER, ROER and related subjects oerqualityproject.wordpress.com/...of-oer-roer-rlo-related-themes

By Javiera Atenas (member of the advisory board of LangOER among other things): bibliography of OER, ROER and related subjects posted on September 2014

Webinars | The Open Education Consortium
www.oeconsortium.org/...webinars

Webinars set up by the Open Education Consortium, with top OER and Open Ed experts. Recordings of recent webinars available in this site.

Maarifa - Knowledge for all
maarifa.no/...nyhetssak

The Maarifa initiative will:
- re-use, adapt and translate existing digital learning resources from the developed parts of the world,
- support local businesses in the developing countries, in developing digital learning materials - based on global resources,
- in our partner countries build schools and youth clubs designed for the use of digital learning materials,
- establish a global framework or platform for local development of good learning.

Understanding OER in 10 videos |
oerresearchhub.org/...understanding-oer-in-10-videos

A playlist containing 10 videos on OER gathered by OUUK’s OER Research Hub. To see only a couple of videos click on "Playlist" upper left. Good complementary resource for WP4?

Education, Learning and Libraries
www.oclc.org/...215133-tipping-point.pdf

Internet Access, Yes, But in my Mother Language!

Linguistic and cultural diversity are at risk. It is estimated that nearly half of the world's approximately 6,000 languages could die out by the end of the century, with 96 percent of these languages spoken by a mere four percent of the world’s population.

Finding OER
open4us.org/find-oer
The page below will help you find openly licensed media elements to use within your courses

The Educator’s Guide to the Creative Commons
drapestakes.blogspot.gr/...guide-to-creative-commons.html

A step-by-step introduction to OER- useful to WP4?

oerworkshop [licensed for non-commercial use only] / OER Workshop
oerworkshop.pbworks.com/...OER%20Workshop

OER workshop- an online workshop with all contents openly licensed. Don't miss it, WP4 team:-)

State of the art review of quality issues related to open educational resources -
bookshop.europa.eu/...nal-resources-oer--pbLFNA26624

Very insightful study by three OER experts / LangOER partners (through EFQUEL)
Anthony F Camilleri, Ulf Daniel Ehlers and Jan Pawlowski

Some Basic Thoughts About OER Policy
oersys.org/...asic-thoughts-about-oer-policy

Overview of key issues to keep in mind when creating an OER policy

Online learning at research-intensive universities needs a strategic approach
www.leru.org/...ine_Learning_at_RIUs_final.pdf

this is very helpful, thanks.

Quality of OEP/ of ROER
ucl.academia.edu/JavierAtenas

Javiera Atenas, member of the advisory board of LangOER, published a lot on quality of OER, OEP and of repositories of OER (ROER). Check her publications here:-)

ICDE » Ten useful reports on MOOCs and online education -
icde.org/...nline+education.b7C_wRnSWg.ips

Selection of 10 studies on MOOCs. An ICDE study:-) some of them discuss openness and sharing, so useful from an OER perspective.

Copyright Flowchart: Can I Use It? Yes? No? If This... Then... langwitches.org/...n-i-use-it-yes-no-if-this-then

Thank you Alastair for tweeting about this - a great infographics regarding copyright; Scroll down, chart "do you want to create your own media"? is really easy to understand!

Webinars Include Network: Language Policy for Active Social Inclusion
www.includenetwork.eu/index.php
Register for upcoming free webinars! You can also become a member of the Include network for free (till the end of 2015).

Open Educational Resources on Pinterest
www.pinterest.com/...open-educational-resources

Collection of links on OER by Teresa Mc Kinnon (Warwick University) and Sandra Rogers

Voices for Openness in Language Learning
www.coerll.utexas.edu/...Voices-for-Openness-in-LL.pdf

Document prepared by the Center of Open Educational Resources and Language Learning (COERLL) on the experiences of using OER for language learning from practitioners.

A guide to open educational resources : Jisc
www.jisc.ac.uk/...Openeducationalresources.aspx

Short and well documented: a guide to OER by JISC

OER IPR Support
www.web2rights.com/...diagnostics.html

Wonderful resource for WP4 team and anyone interested in understanding open licensing and IPR in relation to OER. All content is CC licensed and can be repurposed for the needs of WP4. Plus, it is a trustworthy source (JISC, UK). Excellent tools. Thanks Katerina for sharing! Great! Thank you!

ICDE course"Bringing Educational Resources for Teachers in Africa"
icde.org/.b7C_wRnQ4Lips

Open online course by ICDE. Very useful to WP4 team, both in terms of content and structure of the approach/course. Thanks Gard for sharing!

Modules of open course "Introduction to Openness in Education"
learn.canvas.net/...modules

David Wiley's open course with the title " Introduction to Openness in Education". Modules on OER are particularly interesting and can be of help to the WP4 team. The link has been share by Anne Tannhauser, I'm just putting the link on Diigo:-)

epodreczniki
www.epodreczniki.pl/...no-filter

Polish OER portal
I have checked the portal and for the time being it is just a test version but it looks promising.
The role of new technology in the teaching, learning and dissemination of minority languages

Free webinar organized by the Include Network on the role of new technology in the teaching, learning and dissemination of minority languages.

The role of new technology for supporting minority languages will be analysed through three case studies: a threatened language, a native language of migrants abroad, and a diaspora language worldwide. In particular, the lecture will focus on the case of the Occitan language, the case of the Hungarian language spoken by migrants in the USA, and the case of Greek language learning for children of migrants abroad.

State of the art review of quality issues related to open educational resources - Cami... is.jrc.ec.europa.eu/...201405JRC88304.pdf

Call for contributions CercleS Focus Group Videoconference on Innovation in Language Teaching, Research and Development 2014, 5th International Conference 4-8 September 2014

One of the topics is: Language, Individual & Society
http://www.sciencebg.net/en/conferences/language-individual-and-society

Call for Papers: 17th UNESCO-APeid International Conference The Powerhouses of Education...

Might be interesting for us and make a link with OER, one of the topics is: Policies and instruments to enhance the teaching profession
http://www.unescobkk.org/news_article_17th-unesco-apeid-international-conference-call-for-papers

Directory of OER repositories
oerqualityproject.wordpress.com/...directory-of-oer-repositories

Javiera Atenas' directory of OER repositories. This version only includes the name of the repository, the URL and the country of the initiative and there are 73 OER repositories associated.

A list of OER repositories: name of the repository, the URL and the country of the initiative.

It excludes OWC, Institutional Repositories (articles, reports, thesis), ITunesU, MOOC initiatives, Open TextBooks, OpenAccess Repositories, sets of content that are not under CC licences such as BBC, or hybrid content repositories because the overview is based on repositories of Open Educational Resources only.

OER Policy Register
wiki.creativecommons.org/OER_Policy_Registry
An inventory of 86 current and proposed Open Education policies, listed by on the CC wiki.

Check also this link to institutional policies, an inventory by the OLCOS project: http://wikieducator.org/Exemplary_Collection_of_institutions_with_OER_policy

Welcome to the Open Educational Resources (OER) Policy Registry, a database of 91 current and proposed open education policies from around the world. Here, anyone can easily share, update, and browse open education policies and legislation. In addition, we host supporting policy resources such as case studies and guides.

Call for Contributions: Media and Learning Conference in Brussels

The Media & Learning Conference is taking place in Brussels in the Flemish Ministry of Education on the 20-21 November. One of the 12 themes in this conference is: Curating OER and OER Repositories...

EU Everyplace
www.infonet-ae.eu/...ce-a-latvian-workplace-project

Project site http://uk.eu-everyplace.eu/
There are 68 members - adult education providers - of LAEA who can apply in their work the products of the LLL Project „EU Everyplace“ on the basis of the Latvian language as developed by the Public Service Language Centre.
Business people may experience the need to learn some of the language of the neighbouring country for their business development. This is where the newly developed platform for learning foreign languages Czech, Lithuanian, Latvian, Polish and German comes in, introducing attractive presentation of selected places in a town of the specified countries in a combination with the corresponding language learning. English is used as a language of instruction, not as a taught language. In total, the platform includes courses in 5 languages.

Reusing OER
jime.open.ac.uk/...usingResources-OpenforLearning

Fully accessible articles of the special issue "Reusing Resources- Open for Learning" of JIME journal
Edited by Allison Littlejohn and Chris Pegler

Repository of French speaking OER
brer.licef.ca/index.php

Run and maintained by LICEF, Canada

Liens et références
www.refrer.licef.ca/...liens-et-references

List of French speaking OER. Great inventory because 1) all content listed is open licensed 2) it aggregates initiatives from several French-speaking countries and not only France and 3) there is a collection of English OER, because the whole site has been set up by Canadians.

Map of OER Repositories
oerqualityproject.wordpress.com/...map-of-oer-repositories
Interactive map showing most of the world’s OER repositories.

Indeed, very useful. It has been of great help to be in touch with the author of this list, Javiera Atenas, and thanks Anne for having done this at an early stage of the WP2 analysis.

Another list of "open learning" repositories is this one, but it is not clear whether they are open licensed (therefore labelled OER) or just free Internet materials. [http://wikieducator.org/Exemplary_Collection_of_Open_eLearning_Content Repositories](http://wikieducator.org/Exemplary_Collection_of_Open_eLearning_Content Repositories)

**The battle for open - Martin Weller (Open University)**
[www.jime.open.ac.uk/...pdf](http://www.jime.open.ac.uk/...pdf)

Challenges for the OER movement. Different shades of open.

**A mobile OER game for English grammar**
[www.eslau.ca](http://www.eslau.ca)

This is an interesting example of a game created in Canada to help adults with English grammar.


An example of rubrics developed specifically for OERs in the U.S.

**Open content licensing for educators**
[wikieducator.org/...Home](http://wikieducator.org/...Home)

A valuable resource for our teacher training seminars?

**Course on Open Education by OpenLearn**
[www.open.edu/...content-section-0](http://www.open.edu/...content-section-0)

Check this open course by UK OU’s Open Learn. Lots of interesting free of access content on OER. Great for WP4!

**Understanding(s) of openness**
[opencontent.org/...2922](http://opencontent.org/...2922)

A critical review of several understanding of openness. See also insights by Stephen Downes at the comments. Check also this website: [https://learn.canvas.net/courses/4/wiki/open-educational-resources-definitions](https://learn.canvas.net/courses/4/wiki/open-educational-resources-definitions)

**Locating, Creating, Licensing and Utilizing OERs**
[www.coursesites.com/...courseHomepage.html](http://www.coursesites.com/...courseHomepage.html)

An open access community course on this topic

**SlideWiki: Authoring platform for OCW**
[slidewiki.org](http://slidewiki.org)

SlideWiki is an authoring platform for Open CourseWare. What is interesting is that it works as a repository of OER (developed by others) but also gives the possibility to author, share and re-use this content, plus to semi-automatically translate OER in more than 50 languages.
From the Peer to Peer University (P2PU) free courses, either as standalone modules, or as facilitated modules with a tutor. Many interesting topics: licensing, OER for educators, copyright...

How do you find OER
booktype.okfn.org/...how-do-you-find-oers

An inventory of repositories. It seems to be a good start at training teachers with no or little knowledge on OER:-)

Open Educational Content -WikiEducator wikieducator.org/Open_Educational_Content

Content for (teacher) training on Open Educational Content, done by the OLCOS project and made available for free. Here are also the same, on pdf format http://www.olcos.org/tutorials/as-pdf-documents/index.htm

Collection of Open eLearning Content Repositories
wikieducator.org/eLearning_Content_Repositories

A listing of repositories of OER, by the OLCOS project

An OER Kaleidoscope for Languages - OCW Consortium
presentations.ocwconsortium.org/oer_kaleidoscope_for_languages

Good overview what is happening in the UK on languages and OER

Foreign language users of OpenLearn
chaos.open.ac.uk/...universitys-openlearn-platform

A study on OpenLearn, the "home of free learning from the Open University", on linguistic background of users. 24% of them have English as second language. More suprising is that 47% of them stated that they were using OpenLearn resources to improve their English language skills See also here: http://oerresearchhub.org/2013/08/16/can-oer-break-down-barriers-to-participation-in-education/

Creative commons network by country wiki.creativecommons.org/CC_Affiliate_Network

National networks of Creative Commons, have a look for your country and, why not, get in touch with the team:-)

How can minority languages survive in the digital age?
www.theguardian.com/...languages

This text doesn't bring up OERs per se, but concerns small languages in Europe.

Open Knowledge Foundation
okfn.org/wg
Working groups of the Open Knowledge Foundation - very motivated and motivating community of Open Education stakeholders. Special group on OER.

**The Welsh Language in the Digital Age - Executive Summary**  

**MICReLa, Mutual intelligibility of closely related languages in Europe**  
www.let.rug.nl/project

Research project at University of Groningen. Try their language game  
http://www.micrela.nl/app/ to see how well you understand closely related languages!

**Open Learn**  
www.open.edu/openlearn

This ROER contains resources for language learning and in other languages than English (if I'm not mistaken:-)

**UNESCO publications on OER**  
iite.unesco.org/...oer

Valuable publicaitons from UNESCO on OER: several country reports (Poland, Lithuania among others) plus OER in languages other than English

**Oyvtas - Sami language OER repository**  
oyvtas.no

**Language Box**  
languagebox.ac.uk

From website:  
"The Language Box is a new way of storing, managing and publishing your Language teaching resources on the web. Share handouts, exercises, podcasts, videos and anything else you can imagine!"

**Course on Open Content Licensing for Educators**  
oeruniversitas.org/...ntent-licensing-for-educators-

2 weeks free course offered by OERu  
Wayne Mackintosh acting as lead facilitator. I know at least one LangOER member attending this course:-)

I’m the one I think. Very interesting course and I’ve got lots of great feedback from especially Wayne Mackintosh. Course is accessible even after it’s over so go in and test.

**OER Impact**  
oerresearchhub.org/...t-measuring-the-impact-of-open

Insightful blog post from the OER Research Hub on measuring impact of Open. Check also: "the benefits of OER"  
http://oerresearchhub.org/2013/09/01/beatus-ille/  
the whole OER Research Hub is a great source of inspiration.
Existing courses on OER
wikieducator.org/...Existing_resources

On the WikiEducator site: courses on OER that can be a valuable resource for WP4 team:-)

Andreas Links scoop it on OER
www.scoop.it/...open-educational-resources-oer

Very nice selection of OER updates

OCW's list of open textbooks
oerconsortium.org/discipline-specific

An inventory of 750+ open e-books. List established by OCW

CC licences- comprehensive chart portal.lou.nl/...2EDCE0EFC75F356D9AC8592DFDC

A very comprehensive and short description on creative commons licences, and a very simple graph on levels of freedom of cc licences

Webinars on OER for teachers and faculty members
www.ocwconsortium.org/...webinars

The Open courseware consortium (OCW) shares recordings of webinars on several topics. Target audience is teachers, faculty members and administrators. Also have a look at the tool kit http://www.ocwconsortium.org/resources/toolkits/ with frequent concerns of teachers regarding OER and possible answers.

8 things educators need to know about copyright and open resources
openeducationeuropa.eu/...t-copyright-and-open-resources

Short and insightful blog post about 8 things educators need to know about copyright and open resources, by Pierre Antoine Ullmo (PAU Education)

OER & Open Education News
www.scoop.it/olnet

Scoop it by Robert Farrow who is a key person of the OER Research Hubhttp://oerresearchhub.org/

OER Impact Map
chaos.open.ac.uk/summary

http://chaos.open.ac.uk/
This website gathers and publishes evidence about the impact of open educational resources (OER). It is maintained by the OER Research Hub project. The purpose is to help people understand the impact of OER.

MOOC Aggregator in French and the language issue
ocean-flots.org/ocean.html

OCEAN is the French speaking MOOC aggregator. What is interesting is the argument behind it (cultural/linguistic hegemony of English):
Si la langue de diffusion planétaire est naturellement l’anglais, la production de MOOCs en français, ou FLOTs pour Formations en Ligne Ouvertes à Tous, est un enjeu de taille pour les 220 millions de francophones dans le Monde et les 100 millions de personnes apprenant le français.

Data on languages used on MOOCs
www.edsurge.com/...2013-breaking-down-the-numbers

2013 market analysis of MOOCs that covers also representation of languages

OER Commons
www.oercommons.org

OER Commons hub, a unique OER hub and community.

Training of teachers on OER
www.oercommons.org/...view

OER Commons training framework for teachers. Source of inspiration for our future training courses:-) This is the home page:
http://www.iskme.org/our-work/oer-training-and-professional-development

OER Knowledge cloud
oerknowledgecloud.org

OER Research Hub
oerresearchhub.org/?blogsub=confirming#subscribe-blog

A useful perspective on MOOCs
chronicle.com/...143183

Kunskappsdepartementet, Norway (Ministry of Ed) in Norwegian
www.regjeringen.no/...-utvalgets-forste-rapport.html

Norwegian Ministry of Ed has formed a taskforce, which is undertaking a meta study on MOOC in HE - first report

Robert Schuwer's curation on "Opening up education"
www.scoop.it/openingupeducation

Towards a Nordic Alliance for Open Education - a Position Paper
nordicoer.org/...iance_PositionPaper_ver1.0.pdf

Document contains a list of Nordic OER repositories.

Wikiwijs
www.wikiwijsleermiddelenplein.nl

Dutch OER repository

Finland and Estonia agreed on close collaboration in developing cloud services in educa...

www.minedu.fi/...koulutuspiilvi_mom.html
Finland and Estonia agree to set up common cloud services for education including repositories for OER. This is highly relevant for us I think and it will be interesting to monitor progress here.

Open Education Handbook
education.okfn.org/handbook

2014 OCW Consortium Global Conference
conference.ocwconsortium.org/2014
conference:oer

2014 OCW Consortium Global Conference in Ljubljana, April 2014

OER Search Engines for Best Educational Content
edtechreview.in/...517-best-oer-search-engines

Policy recommendations for OER uptake
openeducationeuropa.eu/...icy-recommendations-oer-uptake

Recommendations from the POERUP project

The Potential of OER
is.jrc.ec.europa.eu/...IPTSOERFINfinal_000.pdf

A Jan. 2013 presentation of the IPTS/JRC team in Sevill regarding the potential of OER

NDLA: OER for Secondary schools in Norway
ndla.no

NDLA’s portal of resources in various subjects for Norwegian secondary schools

Country Reports on ICT in education
www.eun.org/...country-reports

European Schoolnet Country Reports gather and analyse information on ICT in education from Ministries of Education across Europe. They provide in-depth descriptions of national developments in five core areas, including "Digital Learning Resources and Services".

Insight Country Reports (EUN) - ICT in education
insight.eun.org/...2009_country_reports.htm

See section "4. Digital learning resources and services"

NMC Horizon report 2014 for Higher Education
The Open Educational Practice Roadmap, bring together a number of tools, to guide specific groups in their implementation of OEP.

Nordic OER

Nordic OER is a network of stakeholders to support uptake, adoption and collaboration around Open Educational Resources in the Nordic countries.

ICDE Developing courseware for training teacher trainers in ODL

A call for expressions of interest was announced to develop courseware for training teacher trainers in high quality open, distance and online learning. The initial focus of the project is Africa.

Open Praxis

Open Praxis is a peer-reviewed open access scholarly journal focusing on research and innovation in open, distance and flexible education.

Global Online Higher Education Report initiative

The Global Online Higher Education Report (GlobalOHER) initiative is designed to conduct a global survey on the impact of distance or online learning.

ICDE Chairs in Open Educational Resources - call for proposals

ICDE is considering the development of a network of Honorary Chairs in Open Educational Resources (OER). ICDE member institutions are hereby invited to propose an expert who has a Chair at that institution, and who has an outstanding record for his/her work and achievements in OER.

Call for proposals: OER conference Berlin, Aug. 14

Call for proposals for the OER track of the OpenSym 2014 conference, Berlin 27-29.2014.OpenSym stands for the Open collaboration conference for researchers and practitioners.

Travel Well criteria

Travel Well criteria
In the course of a past project, EUN helped develop Travel Well criteria. The criteria’s objective is to help learning content creators and users identify content that can be easily re-used in a different national or linguistic contexts (i.e. identifying qualities of a learning resource produced in Spain that will make it possible for it to be re-used by a Lithuanian teacher).

**Project with teacher training modules**

cpdlab.eun.org/course-materials

EUN’s has recently engaged in producing teacher training modules in the CPDlab project.

**UCL Discovery - VirtualDutch: Open Educational Resources and Distance Learning in a Les...**

discovery.ucl.ac.uk/20095

**Ana Carla Pereira’s predictions about open education in 2014 -**

www.youtube.com/watch

Ana Carla Pereira, Head of Unit in DG Education and Culture of the European Commission, spoke with Open Education Europa about the future of MOOCs and open education in Europe.

**Open educational media resources: Jim Devine's selection on scoop.it**

themes.media-and-learning.eu/en-educational-media-resources

"Open educational media resources" is Jim Devine’s collection of resources, hosted by the Media & Learning website

**Conference "OER14: building communities of open practice"**

oer14.org/abstracts

April conference in Newcastle

### 3. Resources collected on the Mendeley environment

Link title, author, context and date added

1. **Open educational resources: inquiring into author use and reuse**
   **Added** 2014-08-08

2. **Networked learning and identity development in open online spaces**
   Catherine Cronin in 9th International Conference on Networked Learning (2014)
   **Added** 2014-08-08

3. **The Community Café: creating and sharing open educational resources with community-based language teachers**
   Kate Borthwick, Alison Dickens in Journal of e-Learning and Knowledge Society
4. **Voices for openness in language learning**
   COERLL (2012)
   **Added** 2014-08-08

5. **Giving knowledge for free: The emergence of open educational resources**
   Jan Hylén (2007)
   **Added** 2014-08-08

6. **Badging and employability at The Open University**
   **Added** 2014-08-08

7. **From open educational resources to open educational practices**
   UD Ehlers in ELearning Papers (2011)
   **Added** 2014-08-08

8. **Open Practices: a briefing paper**
   A. Beetham, Helen, McGill, Lou, Littlejohn (2012)
   **Added** 2014-08-08

9. **Open Educational Resources in Language Teaching and Learning Open Educational Resources Case Study: Pedagogical development from OER practice**
   A Comas-Quinn, A Fitzgerald (2013)
   Open Educational Resources in Language Teaching and Learning. Open Educational Resources Case Study: Pedagogical development from OER practice. Commissioned by the Higher Education Academy (HEA) and the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), …
   **Added** 2014-08-08

10. **Open educational resources: education for the world?**
    Thomas Richter, Maggie McPherson in Distance Education (2012)
    **Added** 2014-07-14

11. **Designing OERs to Teach Italian Pronunciation in an Open Educational Environment: A Case Study**
    Anna Calvi, Anna Motzo, Sandra Silipo in Case Studies of Openness in the Language Classroom (2013)
    **Added** 2014-07-04

12. **Participants’ Perceptions of Learning and Networking in Connectivist MOOCs**
    Mohsen Saadatmand, K Kumpulainen in MERLOT Journal of Online Learning and Teaching (2014)
    **Added** 2014-07-04

13. **The ecology of sharing: synthesizing OER research**
    P McAndrew, R Farrow in 0ER13: Creating a virtuous circle, 26-27 March 2013, Nottingham (2013)
    **Added** 2014-07-04

14. **Motivations to deposit: Two approaches to Open Educational Resources (OER) within Languages and Social Sciences (LSS) at Aston University**
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